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nay be expected that certain of these road featurescan creâte a greater vibration Ui"ir.i".ã" to trucksthan to cars.,,

SUMMÀRY
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Sight Distance problems Related to LargeTrucks
P. S. IIÂNCIIEIì

ABSTRÀCÎ
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locked-wheel performance of autonobil'e tires. In the
following sections of this paper relationships be-
tvreen truck performance and sight distance policies
based on AASHTO recom¡nendatÍons are examineCl. IThe
AASHTO policy recognizes that it is less than ade-
quate for large trucks traveling at high speed (1,
p.iv).1

SIGHT DISTÀNCE FOR ACCELERATING ACROSS INTERSECTIONS

The r,¿eight-to-power ratio of heavy trucks (up to
80rOO0 Ib) has experienced a decreasing trend since
1949 (Figure I). This rneans that modern trucks can
cross an intersection from a stop in less tine than
was reguired previously. À recent study l2', has
shown that the accêlerating tine for the assuned
wB-50 design vehicles given in the AÀSHTO policy (!)
for geomeCric design is conservative compared with
(a) ¡neasured results fot a 273-!b/hp truck and (b)

calculated results for a 300-Ib,/hp truck. Given cur-
rent trends toward vehicles with higher power-to-
weight ratios and less ro11íng resistancer the
AASHTO curve of accelerating tine versus distance
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traveled (Figure 2) will provide reasonable esti-
mates of vehicle performance until sone unforeseen
factor causes a major change in the power-to-r¡eight
ratios of heavy vehicles.

Àlthough accelerating tirne versus distance
traveled during acceleration is not changing rap-
idly, there is a trend toward tonger vehicles (e.9.,
the use of ¡nore doubles and longer semitrailers).
The distance traveled for these longer vehÍcles to
clear an intersectÍon nay increase by approximately
10 or 15 ft in some cases. Àt first approxlmation'
the AÀSHTO recommendation (Figure 2) yields an addi-
tional accelerating time of I sec per each 15 ft of
travel for distances of fron 60 to 160 ft. If the
cross traffic vtere traveling at 55 ¡nph, this addi-
tional second of accelerating time l¡ou1d rnean an
additionat intersection sight distance of approxi-
mately 80 ft. As Long as future longer vehicles do
not have lower power-to-weight ratios than current
vehicles, the AASHTO design reco¡nmendations will
apply with the added Length being accounted for by
using the appropriate distance traveled during ac-
celeration when reading accelerating time from the
design curves.

1949 SluóY
1955 Sludy
1953 Sluóy
l9?3 Sludy

1977 SludY

Sl Convcrs¡onl

I mph : l.6l hm,/h
I tl : 0.305 m

I lb,/hP : 0.608 k'lkp
I llhcc2 . O.3O5 m/¡2
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FIGUßB I Ttend in weight-to-¡rower ratios from 1949 to 1977 (2').

c¡-.---.--.-o ?z!lb/hp tost dolo 1969 Study (F-6)

o..< 3OO lb/hp Deslqn Vshiclo slorl¡ng ¡n 2nd goor

S:OISTANCE TRAVELEO DURING ACCELERATION (lr)

FIGUßE 2 Accelerating time versus distance traveled during acceleration.
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PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE ON TI{O-LANE HIGHV¡ÀYS

For passing on tvro-lane hÍghways, the ÀÀSHTO design
policy specifies the sight distances needed for one
vehicle to pass another before encountering onconing
traffic. The total passing sight distance is divíded
into four parts: (a) initial acceleration distance
including perception and reaction time, (b) dÍstance
traveled in the left 1ane, (c) clearance safety mar-
gin with respect to the opposing vehicle, and (d)
dístance traveled by the opposing vehicle during
tr{o-thirds of the time the passing vehicle occupies
the left lane.

Vehicle acceleration performance ls Ínvolved in
this maneuver. For automobiles the contribution of
the initial âcceleratlon part of the maneuver is
approximâtely 15 percent of the total passing sight
dlstance. However, some heavy trucks have sustained
speeds on level ground of no ¡nore than 60 nph erhen
fuJ.ly laden, and, at, speeds near 40 nph, distances
on the ordêr of 21500 to 31000 ft may be needed to
accelerate to 50 mph.

On the basis of these observations, the ÀÀSHTO
passing sight, distance model used for auto¡nobiLes
does not appeâr to be appropriate for heavy trucks.
It might be better hypothesized that trucks pass
erhen they have already attained passing speed before
encountering a vehÍcle to be passed. Because of the
height of their eyes, truck drivers can see over
cars in front of then and decide, without slovring
down or pulllng out into the left 1ane, nhether to
pass. If this hypothesized scenario Ís accepted, the
passing sight distance used for automobilês lrould be
adeguate for trucks that have not had to slor¿ dovrn.
Ho¡rever, if trucks must slow down for slowly noving
vehicles, they v¡iII require long distances to accel-
erate to speeds high enough to pass vehicles traveL-
ing at velocities above 40 nph.

Furthernore, researchers (3) have defined a crlt-
ical point at which the passing vehicle cotnes
abreast of the vehicle to be passed. Àt this point,
the drlver decides whether to complête the pass or
to abort the maneuver. Under this nodel of the pass-
ing situation, the initiaL acceleration dlistance 1s
not included in the ¡nini¡num passing sight distance.
Hence, the acceleration characteristics of trucks do
not influence the passing slght distance required
for heavy trucks if this model is used.

In addition to difficutties encountered in ,'see-
ing aroundÍ trucks, the distance traveled in the
left lane by an autonobile passing a long truck is
longer than that needed to pass another automobile.
This increase in passing distance and, consequently,
passing time wiII increase the tine during which
approaching traffic will travel. An additional 30 ft
of vehicle to be passed ¡neans that an additj.onal 2
sec are needed for passing at a speed differentlal
of l0 nph. An oncoming vehicle vrould travel approxl-
mately 160 ft during these 2 6ec if it r.rere travel-
ing at 55 mph. The presence of long trucks could add
nore than 300 ft to the passing sight dÍstance rec-
o¡n¡nended for passlng shorter vehicles, when atlow-
ance is made for (a) 2 nore seconds of travel in the
left lane and (b) 2 more geconds of trâvel for the
oncoming vehicle. (Following thls line of reasonl.ng,
a truck-passing-truck situation night require 4
addit,ional seconds ln the left lane and also 4 addi-
tional seconds for travel of the oncoming vehicle--
perhaps 600 ft more than the dlstance reconmended
for automobÍIes passing automobiles.)

STOPPING SIGHT DISTÀNCE

Sight distance for passing and for crossing inter-
sections depends on the accel.eration capabfllties of
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the vehicles involved. Clearly, the acceleration
capabilities of heavy vehicles have littte to do
with stopping sight distance. Nevertheless, âcceler-
ation capabilities do influence a number of situa-
tÍons in which heavy trucks are able to travel at
high speeds. For example, rrhen climbing a long up-
grade section before a crest vertical curve, a heavy
truck nay proceed slowly. CaIcuIations, nade for
studying the stopping sight distance of trucks at
those particular locations, mlght well consider the
speed of approach of the vehicles invoi.ved.

Given an initial speed, the primary parameters
that affect stopping sight distance include (a) per-
ceptíon and reaction tine, (b) driver eye helght,(c) height of the object in the roadway, and (d)
braking distance. vaLues of these parameters are
used to caLculate the lengths of vertical curves
that. will not hide significant hazards from the
dríver until the driver is too close to be able to
deal with them effectively.

In the Unlted States, ÀÀSHTO reco¡nnends a percep-
tion and reaction time of 2.5 sec and an object
height of 6 in. In this paper. it is assumed that
these values apply to all vehicles, including heavy
trucks. Matters related to eye height and braking
dlstance will be examined in detaiL in the following
discussions.

Influence of Eye Heiqht of Truck Drivers

The AÀSHTO policy for crest vertical curves is based
on automobÍle characteristics (!). when trucks are
conpâred eith automobiles, the additional eye height
of the truck driver is believed to conpensate for
the reduced braking capabilitÍes of trucks.

ceonetric relationships are availabLe for calcu-
lating the length of cresÈ vertical curves for given
values of eye height (he), object height (he) r
and available (specified) sight distance (Se).
These relationshipE are derivable fron the basic
properties of parabolas and tangents to these parab-
olas (2, Appendix E). In this context, the vertical
distance between a paraboLa and its tangent (as
shown in Figure 3) is given by the following simple
equatlon:

h = CS2 (I)

where

h = vertical height,
S = horizontal distance'from a selected point of

tangency, and
C = coefficient of x2 in the parabolic expres-

sion

FIGURE 3 Sight distance with respect to a

parabola.

tongenl
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and (c) it can be used conveniently to gain an un-
derstanding of the influence of differences in eye
heights.

Using L*, the design eguations can be expressed
as follows:

For S¡ ( L*t L=2Se-L*
(i.e.rforLcS¡<L*)

For sÀ > L*, L = s2*/L*

(i.e.rforL>sA>L*)

(s)

(t0)

the algebraic

FIGURB 4 Gcometric properties of crest vertical curves'

y=Bx-cx2 (21

The coefficients B and C Ín Equation 2 are reLated
to the geonetric propertiês of a crest vertical
curve by the following equations that use the syn-
bols shown in Figure 4.

s=91

c = (sr + g2l /2L = a/2L (4)

llow consider the sight distance between a driveris
eyes and an object when both the driver ând the ob-
ject are on the vertical curvei that is,

S" = (h",/C)0.5

so = (holC)0'5

and

sÀ = s. * so = (he,/c)o's + {rro,/c)o's

= (zt/ato's 1n0's + n!'st (s)

Hovrever, the highway design problem is to find the
length of the vertical curve (t) given the needed
avaiLable sight distance (se). solving Eguation 5

for L yields the foltowing design eguation that ap-
plieswhenL>S¡:

L = s2//t(2/a) (h3's + n!'st2t (6)

For t < SA. maxinun L, corresponding to minimurn sight
distance' is obtained when both the object and the
eye are on either side of the vertical curve. For
this câse, the following equation is used in design
(2, Appendix E)s

¡, = 2sa - te/ù tn!'s * nf 'slr (7)

Either Equation 6 or Equation 7 can be used to
examine the situation in which l, = Sa. (CLearly'
Equation 6 or Equation 7 wiLl give the sarne result
because they are equivalent for S = L.) Let L* be
the value of L if L r.rere egual to sÀt specifically,

L* = (2/a, rn!.s + n3.u,, (s)

The quantity L* has at least three interesting prop-
erti.es! (a) it does not depend on sight distancer
(b) it, can be used to sinplify Equations 6 and 7r

For either SÀ > t* or S¡ < L*, the length of vertical
curve (L) depends on two separable quantities: (a)
SA, the needed available sight distance, and (b)
L*, which is a function of eye height. The influence
of eye height can be itlustrated by comparing tt,
evaluated for eye heights typical of truck driversr
with L!, evaluated for drivers of automobiles. For
example, Iet the algebraic difference in grades a =
0.06 (6 percent) and h"¡ = I00 in. for trucks and
h"" = 40 in. and ho = 6 in. for automobiles. Then'
for the truck,

LË = 43r et,

and, for the cart

r,å = 2r¿ tt.
In general, regardless of

difference in gradesr

r,irr,i= rtn!;s + n!'srzrn!;5

* r,o'5)12 (1r)

For het = 100 in., ho = 6 in., and h". = 40 in.:

ritri = z.ot

For so¡ne heavy trucks and driv.ers, het might be as
Ior,, as 90 in. rn this case, L[,zLi = 1.9t. c]early,
the significant sight distânce advantages of truck
drivers (compared with automobile drivers) r¿ou1d
greatly reduce the tengths of vertical curves needed
for trucks if it, were not for the longer stopping
distances of trucks.

stopping Distances for Trucks

In this section the signÍficance of providing enough
sight dÍstance to alloe, trucks to make a controlled
stop on a "poor¡ wet roadl is addressed.

stopping sight distance consists of (a) the dis-
tance traveled during the tirne required to perceive
the object and to react by aPplying the brakes plus
(b) the braking distance of the vehicle involved.
Both the perception and reaction distance and the
braking distance depend on the initial velocÍty of
the vehicle. Perception and reaction distance is
simply equaL to the initíal velocity multiplied by
the perception and reaction tine (i.e., 2.5 sec).

In addition to initial velocity, braking distance
depends on the properties of the tire-road inter-
face. Further¡nore, for safer controlled stops. brak-
ing distance depends on the braking efficiency of
the vehicl.e and the control efficiency of the driver
in modulating the brakes (2).

The followÍng discussion outlines the elenents of
a procedure for predicting the braking distances of
trucks operating on poor, wet roads (lr!). the items
considered in this procedure are (a) roadway charac-

(3)
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teristics, (b) tire propert,ies, (c) vehicle proper-
ties, and (d) driver control factors. The flow dia-
gram shown in Figure 5 illust,rates the sequence of
calculations that are to be perfor¡ned as speed de-
creases. Because the forces âcting on the vehicle
are functions of velocity, the equations of motion
are solved using an integratlve proceilure Ii.e., a
numerical integrat.ion routine such as that given in
Appendix B of Olson et aI. (¿)1.

The roadway characteristics employed in the basic
rnodel are skid number and skid number gradient.. The
skid number at 40 ¡nph and the skid number gradient
are used in an exponential function Èo predict the
skid number at the velocity of current interest in
the iterative procedurei that is,

SY}lBOLS

SN¿O -- pavernen¿ skid number at 40 nph

MD -- mean texture depÈh

GD -- tire groove depth

SNV -- skid nmber at veloclty V

V -- instântaneous veloci.ty

Vo -- initial velocicy

f -- tire road friction capability

- BE -- braking efflciency

CE -- driver control efficiency

C" -- aerodynanic coefficients

f. -- aerodynanic drag divided by vehlcle weight

Di -- ideal braking disÈance (perfect controller)

D" -- braking distance for a controlled srop

TABLE I \uations for Dstimating Blaking Distances

Equation Explanation

33

BE

ca

Equation
No,

L - 0.0084 sNv

îsQl32 in.) = f, - (0.s918) 

^f
fo = 1.45 f.

Braking efficiency = BE =
(0.47)l@.7s + 0.23fp)

Control cfficiency = CE = 0.62
Aerodynamic drag = ¡. --
0.00238 A C¡ V2l1V

fs is thc locked-whcel f¡iction 15

capability of â new truck tire
Àf = -0.0762 + 0.008045V and l6
V is the instantaneous forwarcl l1a
velocity in mph

fu is the maximunr friction capa- l8l'
bility fo¡ a brakcd but unlockcd
tire

BE * Q.55 to 0.59 for an cmpty l9
truck. For locked-wheel calcu-
lations, BE is sct equal to 1.0.

A = frontal area (100 ft2) 20
CD = drag coefficient (0.8)
lV = weight ( 14,600 ll¡ for an
empty truck)

s\ = sN49 explP(v - 40)]

r,rhere

P = -0.0016(MD)-0'47

v = velocity (rnph), and
MD = nean texture depth in inches as determined by

the sand-patch method (5).

For wet roads in the United States, the 15th percen-
tile values (representing the poor, $et road) are
given by the following equation (2.6):

SNy = 29 exp[-0.0115(v - 40)l (14)

where sN40 = 28 and MD = 0.015 in. [Note that the
poor, !¡et road used in the ÀASHTO design policy is
indeed a slÍppery surface. À reasonable alternative
to extreme changes in geonetric desÍgn may be an im-
provenent in pavement skid resistance (¿).1

The equations given in Table I have been used for
estimating the braking performance of a prototypicaf
truck stopping on a poor, wet (15th percentile)
road. The coefficients in these equations have been
selected to represent (a) vrorn truck tires wíEh 2/32
ín. of groove depth¡ (b) the braking efficiency of
an enpty heavy vehicle ¡¡ith typical brake propor-
tioning, and (c) the aerodynamic drag of a typical

lEquations I ó and I ? ôre for eslimating the influence of tread weÜ on fr¡ct¡on (2, 7),
'Equ.lion l8 ¡sâpplicd lo either ncrvor worn tircs.

heavy truck. These selections correspond to a set of
unfavorable conditions that refj.ects a conservative,
safety-biased approach to design.

Figure 6 shows the influences of velocity, tire
wear¡ and sliding and rolling frÍction on the esti-
mated frictional capabiLities of truck tÍres. When
these frictional capabilities are combined with
braking efficÍencies and aerodynamic drag factors,
the deceLeration capabilities at various velocities
rnay be predicted. Deceleration capabillties for new
and vrorn tires and for the vehicle making locked-
wheel and perfectly modulated stops (CE = 1.0) are
shor¿n in Figure 7.

tocked-vrheel values can be used (as they are in
the ÀAsHTo procedure) to calculate locked-wheel
stopping distances, but these values are not deemed
appropriate for predicting stopping distances that.
allovr drivers to control trucks during stops fron
highway speeds on poor, wet roads. Truck drivers
wilL rnodulate their brakes to eliminate wheel }ock
in order to ¡naintain directional control (!, Àppen-
dix B). However, professional truck drivers are not

(12)

(13)

lnt egra t ion
Routine

Vehlcle

Properties

Driver
Characterlst ics

Dc

FICURB 5 Diagram illustrating the calcr¡lation of braking distance.
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FIGURB 6 Friction capabilities of truck tires on
poor, rvet roads.
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FIGURE 7 T[uck deccleration on poor, wet roads.

able to perfectly modulate their brakes to obtain
performance corresponding to the ¡naximum capability
of the road-tire-vehicle systern. Experimental re-
sults have been used to esti¡nate that truck drivers
attaln approximately 62 percent (CE = 0.62) of the
performance capabilit.ies of the road-t,ire-vehÍcle
systen Q) .

The results of these considerations of truck per-
fornance show that trucks erith norn tires will re-
quire stopping distances that are substantially
longer than those recom¡nended in the AASHTO policy.
Furthermore, if spins, traiLer swings, and jackknif-
ing are to be avoided, controlJ.ed stops will reguire
exceedingly J.ong stopping distances ât highway speeds
(Figure 8).

The notion of atteÍìpting to design for trucks
passing over crest vertical curves at 60 mph or
faster rnay not be economically reasonabLe. Àt 60 nph
the brakíng distances for controlled braking exceed
the AASHTO policy for 80 nph (Figure 8). Àt 55 mph,
controlled stops of trucks requlre braking distances
that are approximately equâl to the AÀSHTO policy
for 80 ¡nph (i.e., approxirnatei.y 800 ft).

Consider the cost j.mpl.ications of restructuring a
crest vertical curve to allow a braking distance of
800 ft, for trucks instead of 340 ft for auto¡nobiles
at 55 nph. tet. the total difference in grade be 0.06
(6 percent) and the initial velocity be 55 rnph. Un-

o-2030405060?oao
vo, mph

FIGURE B Truck braking distances on a poor, wet
road.

der these circu¡nstances, the controlLed stopping
sight distance (CSSD) for trucks is Ir002 ft and the
AASHTO stopping sight distance for automobiles .is
542 f.t. From an earlier exampler tt = ¿¡f ft and r,! =
214 ft and' applying Equat,ion 10 with SA = CSSD for
the truckr it is found that L¡ = 21329 ftt for the
autonobile, Lc = 11373 ft.

Another r,ray to consider this situatÍon is to
evaluate the acceptable speed of trucks operating on
crest vertical curves built for auto¡nobiles travel-
ing at, 80 nph. In this case (with a = 0.06 still) r

)
L = 5t654 ft = s,-/43I¡ or S, = 1156I f t. using the

IE
braking distance for a 2/32-in. controLled stop, as
shown in Figure 8, it is found that, at 67 mph,
braking distance equals 1r315 ft and the perception
and reaction distance equals 246 f.t. Hence, trucks
traveling at 67 ¡nph will be able to ¡nake controlLed
stops on the vertical curve designed for autotnobiles
traveling at 80 mph. Carrying out si¡nilar calcula-
tions for curves designed for 70 mph and 60 mph
yields the results given in Table 2. From this point.
of view, crest vertical curves designed according to
AÀSHTO recoÍì¡nendations for 70 or 80 nph will be more
than adequate for trucks traveling at speeds of less
than 59 mph.

SUMMÀRY AND CONCLUSIONS

This short review of sight distance issues related
to the characteristics of heavy trucks has presented
technical arguments supporting the following posi-
tions:

. The AASHÎO curve (-U displaying accelerating
tine as a function of distance traveled for the
WB-50 design vehicle is applicable to current longer
trucks as Long as the additional length of the t.ruck
is included in the distânce traveled.

.'The initial acceleration distance enployed ín
estimating passing sight distance does not apply t,o
heavy trucks. This portion of the conceptual frame-
work used for determining passing slght . distance
needs to be revised. Nevertheless, auto¡nobÍIes pass-
ing long trucks will. spend ¡nore time in the left,
lane than is required for passing another autoÍlo-
bile. If the average relative passing speed is 15 ft
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TABLD 2 Truck Control Speeds

Controlled Truck
Lc (ft) St (ft) Speed (mph)

35

longer braking distances of trucks will greatJ.y in-
crease the vridth of the zone to be kept free of
sight obstructions, if the heavy truck is used as
the design vehicle. [See Àppendix E of Olson et aI.
(2) for a calculation procedure for sight distances
on horizontal curves.l
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Car Speed AASHTO SSD
(mph) (ft)

Fora = 0.06 (67o),Li= 214 ft, Li = 43¡ ¡¡

52
59
67

60
'to
80

52
59
67

60
70
80

650
850

I ,100

t,974 922
3,37 6 t,206
s,6s4 1,561

For a = 0.12 (127o),Li = l07 ft, h. = 2lS tt

3,949 922
6,7 s2 |,206

1 1,308 1,56 1

Note: Lc = length of vertical cu¡ve based on thc AASHTO SSD (hc - 40 in,) and
St = âvail¿ble s¡ght distance for a truck drivcr (hc = tOO in.) opcrâting on a vcrtical
curve of length Lc.

per second, the addit.ional tine in the left lane can
be readily esti¡nated using the additional length of
the lârger vehicle.

. The stopping sight distances given in the
AASHTO policy for crest vertical curves are much
shorter than those needed for stopping trucks while
maintaining directionai. control. The primary factors
that contribute to the longer stopping distances
estitnated for heavy trucks are (a) truck tire prop-
erties on poor, wet roads¡ (b) braking efficiencies
of heavy truckst and (c) driver control efficiencies
in modulating the brakes to avoid vrheel lock. It is
concluded that vertical curves designed for design
speeds of nore than 60 nph in accord with the ÀÀSHTO
policy are adequate for trucks traveling at speeds
of less than 52 tnph. A vert.ical curve designed in
accord with the AASHTO policy for a design speed of
70 mph'is adequate for trucks traveling 59 mph.

Although stopping sight distances for horizontal
curves were not considered in the body of this
paper, the braking distance ¡naterial presented here
is applicable to that situation. For tnany horizontal
curVêsr the additional eye height of the truck
driver will not be an advantage. In those cases, the
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